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3. Domestication and Protection of Animals 

Human beings have been co-existing with the beasts and birds 

since the beginning of human origin. During the period when human 

society from the hunting stage turned towards agricultural and 

pastoral life, the domestication of animals was also carried on. This 

could be feasible only when people became conversant with the 

habits and habitats of animals. The time sequence of domestication 

of wild animals during that period was goat and sheep at the first 

step, cattle and pigs at the second step followed by drought and 

transport animals like the horse, ass and llama.
1

. 

The earliest concrete evidence of familiarity with the animals 

in India is furnished by the haematite drawings(Fig.1) on the rocky 

walls of the Vindhya Hills in Mirzapur district of Uttar Pradesh. 

The animal remains'' excavated from the Indus site fall under 

three categories : domestic, semi- domestic and wild beasts. 

The commonest domestic animals were the humped cattle, 

buffalo, sheep, goat and pig. The elephant and ass were quite familiar. 

Perhaps they did not know the use of horses and remains of horses 

are not found in the earlier stratifications. The horse became very 

much popular with the Aryan peoples. The animal remains excavated 

from the prehistoric sites give clear evidence of close association of 

the people with the animal world. The animal representations on 

pottery, seals, figurines and toy also give some idea about their extent 

of mental involvement with these living creatres (Figs. 2-5). 
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Fig. 1. Neolithic haematite drawings showing stag, boar 
and hunters (Adopted from 'ACHSI', INSA, New Delhi ,1911) 



Fig. 2 Animal paintings on potter~ of Kalibangan , RaJasthan 
(a) Black buck , (b) Duck (Adopted from 'ACHSI: INS A , 
New Delhi, 1971 ). 
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Fig. J. Sketch of animals on Harappa wares. ca} Peacock with 
other animals, (b) Fisherman with net and pole. (Adopted 
from 'ACHSt', INSA, New Delhi, 1971). 
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Fig.4. Animal representations of Mohenjodaro in the form of figurines 

and toy arts. a. dog, b. mastiff, c. monkey, d. dove. e. pig, 

f. domestic fowl, g. goose (Adopted from ACHSI, INSA, New 

Delhi, 1971 ). 



Fig. 5. Animal representations in the toy arts of Harappa. a. ram, b. pangolin, 

c. fish, d. crocodile, e. rhinoceros. f. parakeet, g. pigeon (Adopted 

from ACHSI, INSA, New Delhi, 1971). 
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Large number of seals with engravings of animals have been 

unearthed from Harappa and Mohenjodaro (Fig.6). Some of the 

animals depicted, appear to be mythical having fabulous external 

morphology, but others are vividly reproduced. Among the animals, 

the most popular animals regularly reproduced on seals are various 

types of bulls. The next popular one on the seal is elephant figure. 

Quite interesting is the non-representation of cows on the seals. But 

the regular presence of bulls on the seals proves beyond doubt the 

abundance of cows as a natural phenomenon. The accuracy and 

perfection of the Harappan artists in depicting the figures of animals 

stir our imagination and clearly indicate that the artists had a deep 

interest on and close acquaintance with the animals. Such perfection 

can be reached only by clear and close observation. 

The definite evidence of fishing furnished by the discovery 

of several fishhooks from these sites. The present climatic conditions 

in the Punjab and Sind are hardly congenial for the the type of beasts 

which were abundant in prehistoric times. The engraved figures of 

wild animals like elephant, tiger, rhinoceros bear eloquent testimony 

to the abundance of these animals in prehistoric times. This further, 

provide evidence in favour of the existence of thick forested area in 

that region. The huge amount of bricks used in Harappan sites also 

indicate the presence of wood tracts which also might have been 

the shelter of wild beasts including tiger, elephant, rhinoceros, or 

the buffalo. 

One of the most celebrated finds from Mohenjodaro is a seal 

bearing the image of a horned three-faced male deity, seated in a 

yogic position and surrounded by the animals like, elephant, tiger, 

buffalo, rhinoceros and deer. This is evidently a prototype, of the 

great god Shiva, the lord of the beasts ( Pa~upati) ( Fig.7). 
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Fig. i. A Seal from .......,...,......0 the imBf.lilit' of a homed and · 

three-faced filate ...._ ~ by animals, .,ears to be 

a prototype of Swa F'SI?:!_.(Adopted from The History and 

Culture of the ftllian People. Vol. l, Bharatiya Vtdya Bhaban. 

Mumbai. 1991 ). 
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With the advent of the Aryans and the development of the vedic 

literature, prehistory passes into history in India. The Rgveda:l is 

replete with references to beasts and birds. 

In the Atharvaveda, 4 there is a hymn praying for the protection 

of cattle. The hymn states, "To the draft-oxen ( do thou ) first, to the 

milch kine (do thou) , O'Arundhati, to the non-milch cow, in order to 

vigour, to the four footed creatures do thou yield protection" 

(Atharvaveda, Book VI. 1.59) " No dust-raising horseman reaches 

them; nor unto the slaughter- house do they go, etc.". 

There is further evidence in Atharvaveda4 which indicates the 

efforts of man for maintaining good health of the cattle: " Rich in 

progeny, shining in good pasture, drinking clear waters at a good 

watering place - let not the thief master you, nor the evil plotter; let 

Rudra's weapon avoid you " ( Atharvaveda IV 7.21 ). 

The Samhitas, the Brahmanas, the Arar:wakas and Upani?ads 

contain several names of animals. In the Brahmanas such as in 

Satapatha Brahmana5 we find two broad classes of animals. That 

considerable zoological knowledge was possessed by the people of 

ancient India is attested by Panini. 

The two great medical works, the Caraka Samhita6 and Susruta 

Sarhhita7 give an almost complete list of animals of various groups. 

The Dharmas-utras8 mention a number of beasts, birds and 

aquatic creatures. The value of accurate identification of animals 

was not unknown to the ancient Indian people. The nomenclature 

adopted by them, and their classification of the animals are adequate 
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testimony to the efforts in this direction. An important development 

during the ages of Buddha was the propagation of the creed of 

ahirhsa. a reaction against the sacrifical ritual of the Vedic Hidus. In 

the hey day of Buddhism and Jain ism these appears to have been a 

widespread perception of the need to moderate harvesting of plant 

and animal. "This extreme ethics of non-violence has had a pervasive 

influence on indian society9 
" The moderate harvest of animals is 

equivalent to sustainable utilization for the maintenance of nature's 

balance. But more attention-drawing matter is the development of 

Ayurveda as a comprehensive sciece of life. This branch of knowledge 

does not deal with the medical science merely for man, this also 

deals with the welfare and treatment of other living creatures. " A 

Knowledge of the level of veterinary science in ancient India is 

obtained from specialized and individual treatises dealing with cows. 

horses and elephants".· 

3.1. Elephants 

In ancient India elephants were constantly used tor military 

purposes as well as for carrying loads. So the care of elephant 

became an important matter to the ancient people. Hastyayurveda 

of Palakapya and Matangalila of NiTkantha 12 are the two mentionable 

works in this branch of science. 

The Hastyayurveda11 is written in prose and verse. it is probably 

compilation work. This work is divided into four sections: 

( 1 ) Maharogasthana, ( 2 ) K~udrarogasthana, ( 3 ) Salyasthana 

and ( 4 ) Uttarasthana. 
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In the first section, there is a discussion on the fatal diseases 

of elephants and their treatment for remedies. 

In the second section, there is discussion regarding common 

disesases and their treatments. The section Salyasthana, deals with 

the surgical treatment of elephants. Finally, the last section deals 

with the food and drink of elephants. 

The Matangalif8.12 has twelve chapters. These chapters contain 

information about origin, good and bad signs, ascertainment of 

longevity, different stages of life and other informations about the 

elephants. The elephant was an inseparable part of military set up 

the days of the Mauryas. There was a department exclusively for the 

elephants under the Maurya administration as evinced from the 

Arthasastran. The Head of the Department was designated as 

Superintendent elehants. The Superintendent had a number of 

subordinate staff for looking after different matters relating to elephant 

supervision. 

There were regular posts of physician, cook and stall-guard so 

that the elephants could get proper medical treatment, appropriately 

cooked food and sufficient protection. 

There is categorical instruction for penalty in Artha1trstra13 in 

case of uncleanliness of the stall, non-receipt of fodder, making 

(elephants) sleep on bare ground, mounting by another person, riding 

at an improper time or on unsuitable land, leading down to water 

where there is no crossing and a thicket of trees ( KA.II. 32. 19). 
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The guidance laid down for supervision of the elephants, 

appears to have a reflection of Indian mind bearing a deep feeling of 

affection for this animal. 

3.2. Horses 

I 
The horse was the greatest comrade of man king and was used 

for many purpose. This animal was engaged in drawing the ploughs, 

carts and chariots. Horse was also used for hunting. In ancient India 

cavalry was the most important Division of military force. From the 

Arthastistra13 we know that a notable government dignitary was the 

Superintendent of the horses. The Superintendent had to maintain a 

register of total number of t1orses and to keep information about their 

pedigree, age, colour, marks, class and source. He had to know about 

the diseased horses.( KA.II.30.1 .2). 

The stable was to be constructed in such a way that proper 

hygienic condition could be maintained. It is said that "he should 

cause a stall for each horse to be built, square with the length of a 

horse, with a flooring of smooth planks, with a receptacle for fodder, 

with outlets for urine and dung ( and) facing the east or the north 

{KA.IL30.5). The superintendent also had take proper care of the 

mare after her delivery. For a mare that has borne a foal, a drink of a 

prastha of ghee ( shall be provided ) for three nights. After that, a 

prastha of barley-meal and an invigorating drink of fat and medicines 

( shall be given) for ten nights. Thereafter, half-cooked barley of beans, 

green fodder and a diet according to the seasons ( shall be given)" 

(KA.II.30.8-1 0). 

A foal in its infancy should get proper diet and grow under strict 

supervision. " After ten nights ( from birth) a foal should have a diet 
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to one kuduba barley-meal, ghee one quarter and a s of milk, till it is 

six months old. 

After that ( it should be given ) a prastha of barley, increased 

by a half ( of a prastha) every month, till it is three years old, (then) a 

drona ( of barley) till it is four years old. After that, when four or five 

year old, being full developed, it is fit for work". ( KA.II.30. 11-13) 

The above mentioned references indicate the importance of 

horses a statecraft as well as the government's duty, assigned to 

the concerned office for the welfare of this animal. 

The horses which lost their fitness due to diseases and old 

age or during a war, were not totally rejected. They were used for 

breeding with the mares ot common people of the country. Even if 

the horses were declared unfit for war, provision was there to give 

food for their maintenance ( KA.IL30.27). A good number of 

manpower was employed under the superintendent only to look after 

the horses. This strength of number porvide clear evidence that 

utmost care was taken for maintaining the health of this animal. There 

were probably skill-based division of labour among the employees 

such as holder of reins, the binder of horses, the fodder-giver, the 

food-cook, the stall-guard, the hair-trimmer and the specialist in 

poison cure. ( KA.II. 30. 4.). 

A stringent punitive provision has been prescribed in the 

Arthas!lstra that in case of a worsening of the disease because of 

withholding treatment or medicine, a fine shall be double the ( cost 

of) cure. The rules for attendance on the horses were equally 

applicable to the cattle, donkeys, camels, buffaloes, goats, and sheep 
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( KA.II.30.49). It is no wonder that horse was highly needed animal 

and treatises were written dealing with both breeding and signs of 

horses as well as disease and the treatment of horses. In the 

Hitopades there is a mention of treating the burning wound of horses 

with the fat of monkey. The Sarhhita of :fmihotra, 14 an ancient and 

famous treatise, has dealt exclusively with the horses, the extract of 

which are found in the Agnipufat;~a15 • It is also held by some that in 

the twelfth century it was redacted by Kalhana under the title' 
,_ 
Salihotrasarasamuccaya 113

• 

Other important compilation of this work is ASvavaidyaka. by 

Jayadattasuri 14
• The Asva'Sastra is attributed to Nakula one 

five Pandavas of the Mahabnarata . That it a compilation and not 

an original work is mentioned the composition itself. " It seems 

that the author with a view to imarting a halo of authoritativeness 

and antiquity, associated the work with the name of the well known 

Pandava whom legend makes a physician of horses".''' Nakula's work 

deals with the knowledge of equine anatomy and contains pictures 

of twenty one horses of different varieties. 

The Asvavaidyaka is large volume of sixty eight chapters. The 

text was written after the thirteenth or even the fifteenth century A. 

D. 

Along with many topics on horses, this text deals with the 

diseases and medicine of horses. Of the diseases mentioned in it, 

some are vrana (scar), Sula (pain), kustha (leprosy), sotha (dropsy), 

Arsa (piles) and unmada (insanity). Of the various plants mentioned 

as curing the diseases of horses, the important and well-known 

ones are : aguru, ahiphena, am/aka. apamarga, arjuna, atasi. 

dhattura, eranda, guggulu, haritaki, hingu, kantakari, karavira. 
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kulattha, /asuna, nimba. patala, pippali, rasona. saptapatra. tulasi 

and udumbara. 

/ -
In Sukraniti it is said, the man who knows of the feeling of 

horses and can discover and distinguish their qualities by studying 

their species, colour and movements, who knows to guide, train and 

treat them and is aware of their mettle, spirit, and diseases, who 

knows what is good and what is bad nourishment for them, who knows 

of their weight, their capacity for bearing weights, their teeth and 

their age, who besides is volourous, adept in military parades and is 

wise, should be appointed as Superintendentship of horses ( Su, II. 

260-263) 

Thus, it is evident that the horses or elephants were regarded 

with high esteem and treated with sympathetic touch. One may argue 

that as the elephants and horses were indispensible part of military 

set-up, and the authority had to depend always on Cavalry and 

Elephant forces, they used to give proper attention to these animals. 

In Artha~iistra 13 this is cleary mentioned that the rules for 

attendance on horses would be equally applicable to the cattle 

donkeys, camels, buffaloes and goats and sheep. Almost the same 

view is noticed in the &ukranlti : " those men are to be masters of 

goat, sheep, cows, buffaloes, deer etc., who have love for these 

animals ( Su.ll. 297 -98). From these references an idea can be formed 

about the attitude and perception of the ancient Indian people towards 

the animal kingdom particularly towards the domesticated animals. 

The compassionate attitude toward the living creatures of all 

kinds which developed in India through the ages can hardly be 
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explained only by utilitarian philosophy. It emerged as the result of 

India's age long cultural tradition of tolerance and affection for all 

living creatures. 

3.3. Animal Husbandry 

In ancient India a good deal of attention was paid to animal 

husbandry which included breeding, feeding, treatment and rearing 

of domestic animals. 

The K[!fiparasara21 contains a number of rules of tending the 

cattle. Kf!jiipara$ara also gives directions as to how the shed could 

be kept clean (Kr. 89-92). According to this composition, a shed 
g 

measuring five by five ( ? } is good for the healthy growth of cattle 

and the washing of rice, hot scum of the boiled rice. fish broth, cotton 

seeds and husk, if kept in the cowshed prove baneful to the cattle 

Breaking out of diseases is an obvious fact in the life of the cattle. 

The people of ancient period tried to safeguard the animals from 

these calamities by arresting the spreading of infectious diseases. 

In AgnipufaQa15 specific instruction for this purpose has been given. 

"To safeguard against the breaking out of diseases, the shed should 

be occasionally fumigated with vapours to devadaru, vaca, mamsi, 

guggulu, hing and mustard seeds mixed together. Balapradii Bip8Qam 

Syadgrahatfasaya dhupakah devadaru vaca mamsi 

guggulurhingusarsapah grahadigadana~aya e~a dhupo gavam hital}. 

( Agni. 292.33) The use of dhup and guggulu is still in practice in our 

country. A considerable portion of country people believes in the 

germicidal efficacy of dhup and guggulu still today. 

Alongwith many topics AgnipUr8Qa 15 deals with the diseases 

and treatment of cows, horses and elephants. For horn diseases of 
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cows boiled ~rngabera. bafa and mainsakalka and samak~ik oil 

together, mixed with saindhava is prescribed for application ( Agni, 

292.23) Certain medical treatments have been prescribed for 

diseases of ear. tooth, mouth, tongue. neck, heart. rheumatism. 

tuberculosis, digestive disorder and different types of sores and cough 

( Agni, 292.24-31 ). In case of fracture of bone the use of priyangu 

mixed with salt is recommended (databyabhagnasandhane 

priyangurlavarfanvita tailam batahararh pitte madhu-ya!}tl bipacitain. 

Agni. 292. 24-31 ). 

Certain medical treatments have been advised for diseases of 

elephants and horses in Agnipur8f1a 1
!' ( chap. 287, 288, 289). 

The Visnudharmottarapurana·· describes certain medical . . . 
practices of treating the diseased cattle tor curing their affected horn. 

ear, eyes, tooth, tongue, throat, bilious disorders etc. ( Vi 2, 43. 1-

27). The oil in which ginger, bata and jatamrrinf>ihave been fried and 

rock salt and honey mixed should be applied to the diseased horn. 

The powder of the roots of wood-apple tree. apamarga, dhataki. 

pa!ala and kufaja removes toothache. The same treatment as in 

Agnipurana has been advised in Visnudharmottarapurana for the 
• ... .. (I 

fracture of bones. 

The above references abundantly prove that the people of 

ancient India could easily visualise the necessity of developing a 

system of medical treatments for all living creatures other than man. 

The realisation that the animal kingdom is an inseparable component 

of the living world and the animals play no less role in maintaining 

the nature's balance has its root in the ancient antiquity. The world 

of beasts and animals received considerable attention from the state 

authority also. The textual references to the practice of medical 
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treatment of man as well as of animal is corroborated by inscriptional 

evidence also. The great Emperor Asoka with a view to doing welfare 

to his people and also to the animals, issued the famous Edict of 

Dhauli. 

This Edict of the third century B. C. from Dhauli goes as :"The 

king with charming appearance, the beloved of the gods, in his 

conquered territories and in the neighouring countries thus enjoins 

that: medical attendance should be made available to both man and 

animal; the medicinal herbs, the fruit trees, the roots and tubers, are 

to be transplanted in these places where they are not presently 

available, after being collected from those places where they usually 

grow; wells should be dug and shadowy trees should be planted by 

the roadside for enjoyment both by man and animal "· i. 

What a serene attitude towards all living creatures by the Saint 

Emperor of India ! This is that great message of India in which human 

being and other living creatures are standing on the same footing as 

the two relative parts of a body. This simultaneous efforts for the well 

- being of the people and the non-human living beings bring forth 

to the present world, what a strong compassionate feeling the Indians 

had developed for the animals and how much their feeling had been 

active in shaping the thought process of the ancient people of India. 

Here Barua's23 observation is mentionable. The arrangements made 

by Asoka for two kinds of medical treatments(dve chTkichha kata, 

Rock Edict II), one for men and the other for animals(manu~a chikichha 

cha pasu-chikichna, R.E.II) both within his empire and outside, 
' warrants that there must have been a regular medical department 

organised for the purpose with expert physicians and veterinary 

surgeons as imperial officers to advise him. For making such 

arrangements in the allied territories outsides his empire, the agency 
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of the Dutas was needed. If it was so, the Dutas had not only heralded 

religious mission but medical and hmanitarian as well. Such works 

can be described in Asoka's language as 'monumental acts of piety'2
:l_ 

3.4. Penal Measures and Scriptural Injunctions for Protection 

of Animals 

The animals were looked upon with high esteem and value in 

the ancient Indian society. They came to be regarded so important 

that a serious attempt was made by introducing penal measures 

against any cruel attempts on their life in the ancient texts. 

In Artha~astra 1 ' specific penalty has been prescribed for 

causing injury ot animal. " For causing hurt to small animals with 

wood and other thing the fine shall be one paf}a or two pal}as, double 

that for causing bleeding. For these same offences concerning big 

animals. the fine shall be double and (payment of) expenses for 

treatment and cure". (KA.III, 19.26.27) 

There is mention of an important post of supervisor to look 

after the slaughter of animals. He had to impose fine of twenty six 

par:as and three quarter for killing or injuring fish and birds. Besides, 

there are provisions of other punishments for doing harm to the 

animals. 

The supervisor of animal slaughter was to look after the sale 

of meat, "the calf, the bull and the milch cow among these (animals) 

are not to be killed. For one killing ( them, there shall be) a fine of 

fifty paQas also for (one) torturing (them) to death" ( KA. II, 26. 10. 

11). 
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Manu also suggests penal measures for injuring animals. He 

says, II if a blow is struck against men or animals in order to ( give 

them) pain, (the judge) shall inflict a fine in propartion to the amount 

of pain ( caused) " ( MS. VIII, 286). 24 Here, giving pain to an animal 

is equated with the offence of giving pain to a human being. II For 

injuring small cattle the fine shall be two hundred panas, the fine for 

beautiful wild quadrupeds and birds shall amount to fifty panasll MS. 

(VIII, 297). " For donkeys, sheep and goat, the fine shall be five 

mashas; but the punishment for killing a dog or a pig shall be one 

masha" ( MS. VIII, 298). 

Sometimes social thinkers tried to restrain the people from 

injuring or killing animals by imposing fearful provisions of degradation 

from one's own caste. it is said by Manu that." killing a donkey, a 

house a camel, a deer. an elephant, a goat, a sheep, a fish. a snake 

or a buffalo, must be known to degrade (the offender) to mixed caste 

( Samkari Karana)" ( MS. XI, 69). 

In Visnu Samhita:'b much more strict punishment is prescribed. 

" The slayer of an elephant, horse, or a camel shall have one hand 

and one foot cut off" (VS. V. 47). The slayer of any domesticated 

animal shall be fined a hundred karsapanas" (VS. V. 49) "The killer 

of birds and fishes shall be fined ten karsapanas" (VS. V. 52}. 

Even the small creatures like worms also did not escape their 

notice. "The killer of worms are to be fined one karsapana" (VS. V. 

53). Physical torture on beasts was also regarded as serious crime. 

" If one cuts an organ of a beast, he is to be fined with hundred 

panas(VS. V. 117). 
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In Visnu Samhita/" for expiation of the sin of killing beasts, .. 
some penances have been advised. "For killing an elephant, one 

shall make a gift of five Nila bulls, a gift of cloth for killing a horse; a 

one year-old bullock after having killed an ass, or a lamb, or a goat" 

(VS. L. 24-28). " A krishnalam weigth of gold should be gifted away 

for the expiation of the sin of killing a camel. Having killed a dog, one 

shall fast for three days. Having killed any of these animals, such as 

a mouse, a cat, an ichneumon, a frog, a dundubha snake, or an 

ajagara, one shall fast and feed a Brahmal}a with Krisharu and make 

the gift of an iron rod. Having killed a lizard, an owl, a crow, or a fish, 

one shall fast for three days" (VS. L. 29-31). 

Having killed any of these animals such as a swan, a heron, a 

crane, a madgu, a monkey, a hawk, a bhasa or a cakravaka, one 

shall make the gift of a cow to a Brahmaf!a. Having killed a snake, 

one shall make the gift of an abhri (a digging implement). For killing 

a boar, a pitcher of a clarified butter: and for a patridge a droQa of 

sesame were to be given for expiations. If one kills a parrot. a two 

years-old bullock was to be given as gift and a three years old bullok 

for killing a Kraunca. For killing a carnivorous beast, a milch-cow 

was to be gifted as expiatory measure. A killer of herbivorous animal 

shall give a female calf" ( VS. L 34-41). Fasting is also prescribed 

for killing water-frequenting animals. 

All kinds of creatures were to be given protection, according to 

the Sm[ti and puranictexts. In AgnipUrf)a, for injuring or killing beasts, 

punishment is specified as 

" dufJkhe ca s'OI)itotpade sBKharigacchedane tath"l! dal)dal) k~udra 

pasunam syaddvipaf}a prabh[fi kramatlllingasya cchedane mrtyou 
- /~ -

madhyamo mulyameva ca jmahapasuna-mete~u sthanesu 

dvigurfadamaf! (Agni. 258.23, 24) 
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In case of physical torture of the small beasts, the fine shall be 

two paras; if they bleed, the fine shall be four paras and in case of 

cutting their limbs, the offender is to pay six pal)aS as fine. If the 

genital organs are cut off and tortured to death, the penalty is 

madhyamasahasadanda. Moreover, the owner of the animal would . . 
have to be compensated.The fine would be double in case of the 

same offence done to the big animals like cow, horse and elephants. 

The school of Kamandaka26 outrightly rejected the practice of 

hunting and declared it to be a great vyasana for the common people 

( KM. 26). The king is advised not to deviate from the rules for hunting 

and to take it as merely a sport, not as addiction (KM 41 and 42). 

Suktllcharya"0 though accepted the advantages of hunting, still 

denounced it for cruelty ( Su. 667-669; Ill, 312). 

The religious phohibition and scriptural injunctions of the Hindus 

created an environment of strong disgust of the common people for 

eating all sorts of flesh. The extreme ethics of non violence as 

preached by Buddha and Mahavira has had a pervasive influence 

on the ancient Indian society. This led to the complete ban on the 

slaughter of cattle in sacrifical rituals. In course of time a strong 

religious sentiment developed for the cow and hence also a strong 

religious taboo against beef-eating. The religious reverence for the 

cows and the injunctions against killing of animals created immense 

problem for the physician in recommending specific flesh for particular 

ailment of patients. The revulsion deep-rooted for some sorts of flesh 

was so acute that the physicians had to contrive by way of prescribing 

the needful flesh in disguise of generally acceptable one27 . 
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Most of the prescribed fleshes in ailments belonged to 

carnivorous birds and mammals. The large herbivores like elephant, 

rhinoceros and horse were also recommended for medical purpose. 

The most of the birds are well recognised scavengers, keeping the 

environment clean. The top carnivorus mammals maintain the natures 

balance by suppressing the overgrowth of herbivorous population. It 

will not be holly unjustified if one claims that ancient Indians generated 

a feeling of apathy among the people for killing these eco-friendly 

animals as mentioned in Caraka SamhitEi'. (CS. 27, 35-37). 
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